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Here is a list of what the plays allude to:

_American Afterlife_is a short comedic play, which takes place in a waiting room in Heaven or Bardo. It
alludes to the characters Willie Loman from _Death of a Salesman_, Dave Moss and Shelly Levine from
_Glengary Glenn Ross_, and Dexter Green from "Winter Dreams." They are all businessmen who have
passed away and are waiting to be reborn into the next life.

_All-American Woman_ is a short, comedic play which takes place in a bar. It uses characters from the short
stories "The Birthmark" and "The Bachelors Paradise and Tarterus of Maids," and the real life first wave
feminist, playwright, and essayist Judith Sargant Murray. It is a commentary on what society believes
American women should be like, which has not changed that much in the last hundred or so years, since
these short stories were written and Judith Sargant Murray was alive.

_Existential Dilemma_ uses characters from the movies _The Truman Show_, _The Matrix_, _Existenz_,
_Inception_, and _Vanilla Sky_, as well as the scientist Albert Einstein, and playwright William
Shakespeare. It takes these characters and compares and contrasts the concepts in the movies that life is a
spiritual matrix, a virtual reality video game, a computer simulation, a shared dream, or just one person's
dream, all in our heads, and perhaps revolves just around one person's consciousness.

_Ascended Masters and Goddesses_ takes the religious, spiritual and philosophical figures Diogenes, Jesus,
Buddha, Kali, Isis, Lao Tzu, and Star and puts them in a studio apartment in which they all attempt to assist a
mid-20s grad student named Salma who is without a job and might get evicted, if her already late school
refund check does not show up in time.
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From reader reviews:

David Lacey:

Do you have favorite book? For those who have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important
thing for us to be aware of everything in the world. Each guide has different aim or maybe goal; it means that
e-book has different type. Some people truly feel enjoy to spend their time and energy to read a book. They
are reading whatever they get because their hobby is reading a book. Think about the person who don't like
looking at a book? Sometime, person feel need book whenever they found difficult problem or maybe
exercise. Well, probably you will require this Allusive Plays.

Gene Lyons:

Book is written, printed, or created for everything. You can know everything you want by a guide. Book has
a different type. As it is known to us that book is important point to bring us around the world. Beside that
you can your reading expertise was fluently. A reserve Allusive Plays will make you to possibly be smarter.
You can feel far more confidence if you can know about anything. But some of you think which open or
reading a new book make you bored. It is not make you fun. Why they may be thought like that? Have you
trying to find best book or appropriate book with you?

Nolan Russell:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students because they are still students or it for all people in
the world, the particular best subject for that? Simply you can be answered for that query above. Every
person has various personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be obligated someone or something that
they don't wish do that. You must know how great in addition to important the book Allusive Plays. All type
of book would you see on many sources. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Larry Luis:

Reading a book to get new life style in this year; every people loves to go through a book. When you go
through a book you can get a great deal of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your knowledge,
simply because book has a lot of information into it. The information that you will get depend on what forms
of book that you have read. If you wish to get information about your analysis, you can read education
books, but if you act like you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, these kinds of us novel,
comics, as well as soon. The Allusive Plays will give you a new experience in studying a book.
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